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Gluten Free Pretzel Bread Recipe

Jump to Recipe

Kristy Still | Mommy Hates Cooking

July 26, 2019



Gluten Free Pretzel Bread is great for all your favorite sandwiches. We're thinkin' BLT.
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	As soon as I found out that I would be eating gluten free for life, I had this overwhelming feeling of all the foods I would have to give up. Anyone who is gluten free knows that gluten seems to appear in foods you would not even think it would be in. I still remember going through the aisles of the grocery store reading every single label wondering how I would ever eat good food again.


	Thankfully, a few years into this gluten free life, I have found that with a simple switch of flours I can enjoy just about anything I want and still get that same great taste. I typically useÂ Better BatterÂ for all my baking. I am more of a one go to flour person, I am not a big fan of having to mix and match several flours each time I bake.
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	This past week I found a recipe on All Recipes forÂ Pretzel Bread Rolls. As soon as I saw it, my mouth was watering for one. I have not had a soft pretzel since going gluten free and certainly not a pretzel roll either. I read through the recipe and it seemed fairly easy to switch up the flour, the key though would be if it had the same great taste as the original.



	I was a bit skeptical as these came out of the oven because they were not nearly as perfectly smooth as a traditional pretzel roll. At first I was disappointed because I thought this was the answer to my pretzel craving.


	Then, I took a bite and all those flavors of soft pretzels and pretzel rolls came flooding back to me. I would say my taste buds were shouting for joy, but that may be a little weird, right? They were though!


	My non-gluten free husband even had one too then he had another, and I realized I had to defend these because if not I would have none left.
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	I adapted the recipe a bit to make 4 rolls instead of 2 loaves. I cut the rolls in half then layered them with sandwich toppings like Dijon dressing, turkey, tomatoes, pickles, and cheese.


	They were absolutely delicious and totally worth making. They may not look as smooth as traditional pretzel rolls, but they certainly taste just as good!


	If you are gluten free and missing that delicious taste of soft pretzels, these are for you!


	We're thinking these pretzel bread rolls make the perfect gluten free lunch. Don't forget theseÂ gluten free coconut cookiesÂ for dessert!


	

Are you tired of the dinner routine? 

Stuck in a rut or looking for fun new recipes to try?
 
Our Facebook Group is growing every day! If you havenâ€™t joined yet, we invite you to come check it out and join the fun.
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You can ask for recipe ideas, talk about cooking techniques, or get help figuring out the right new pan set for you. If youâ€™ve already joined, invite a friend along!
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Gluten Free Pretzel Bread Recipe
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 1 h 30 m 
 15 m 
 4 Servings
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Ingredients

For the Dough:
	1 cup Milk
	2 tablespoons Butter
	2 tablespoons Brown Sugar
	1 package Rapid Rise Yeast
	2 teaspoons Salt
	3 cups All-Purpose Gluten Free Flour


Boiling Solution:
	3 quarts Boiling Water
	3/4 cup Baking Soda


Egg Wash:
	2 Eggs
	1 teaspoon Boiling Water


Sandwich Toppings of your Choice:
	Cold Cuts
	Cheese
	Tomato
	Pickles
	Dressing








Directions



	
		Begin by heating the milk and butter until the butter begins to melt.
	
		Combine the milk and butter mixture with the yeast and brown sugar in the bowl of a stand mixer.
	
		Add in the salt and 2 cups of flour, beating for 3 minutes.
	
		Knead the dough on a floured surface until smooth, typically about 8 minutes.
	
		Place it in a greased bowl and cover for 1 hour.
	
		Preheat the oven to 400°F.
	
		Warm up the boiling solution until it gets to a rolling boil.
	
		Punch the dough down and divide into 4 equal pieces.
	
		Roll these into balls to make the rolls.
	
		Place each roll in the solution for 2 minutes turning after 1 minute.
	
		Remove the rolls with a slotted spoon and place on a greased baking sheet.
	
		Continue this process for remaining rolls.
	
		Beat the eggs and mix with the water to create the egg solution.
	
		Cut a cross top in each roll.
	
		Brush the egg wash or drizzle it onto each roll.
	
		Bake for 15 minutes, then reduce to 350°F for an additional 12 minutes, until evenly browned.
	
		Let cool, then slice and build sandwiches.
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Cuisinart Stand Mixer
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Le Creuset French Oven - 5 1/2 Quart
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KitchenAid Stand Mixer
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Le Creuset 6.75 Qt French Oven
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Recipe Yields:
4 servings


Prep Time:
90 minutes


Cook Time:
15 minutes


Total Time:
105 minutes







Nutrition Facts


Servings Per Recipe
4




Amount Per Serving

Calories from Fat 72

Calories
445




% Daily Value*



14%

Total Fat
9g



3%

  Saturated Fat
1g



49%

Sodium
1188mg



23%

Total Carbohydrate
69g



0%

  Dietary Fiber
0g



  Sugars
6g



28%

Protein
14g




* Percent Daily Value are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.  Your daily values may be higher or lower depending on your calorie needs.


** Nutrition Facts are estimated based on ingredients and data provided by Fat Secret.
Please consult a doctor if you have special dietary needs.
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About Kristy

Kristy turned her hatred of cooking into a new outlet for creativity. Now that's the kind of attitude we're fanatical about! She blogs about all sorts of good food on Mommy Hates Cooking. On Food Fanatic, she's tackling all things Gluten Free.
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Gluten-Free Vegetable Crackers Recipe
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Gluten Free Ginger Snaps
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Easy Gluten Free Pumpkin Spice Cake Recipe
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Gluten Free Banana Bread Bars Recipe
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